NEW Opportunities

Adriélly de Cássia Campioni Rocha
Santa Rita Do Sapucaí, Minas Gerais, Brazil
Member Since 2016

“As an ISA student member and leader of the ISA Instituto Nacional de Telecomunicações Student Section, I have the opportunity to organize workshops and events at the university where we talk about the future of our profession. ISA membership improves my vision about automation, giving me the opportunity to discuss with my professors and colleagues about automation trends and new technologies.”

NEW Responsibilities

Charlie Grab
West Chester, Pennsylvania, USA
Member Since 2015

“Working with the professional ISA members and my classmates, I founded the ISA Rowan University Student Section to help educate my peers on industrial automation. Since becoming a professional member, I’ve been able to take on new responsibilities within the ISA that are both developing me as a leader and allowing me to prove myself faster than if I relied solely on opportunities presented by my employer.”

NEW Connections

Mary’beth Ramey
Chesterfield, Virginia, USA
Member Since 2016

“I first learned about control systems during my co-op at DuPont, and ISA greatly facilitated that education after granting me student membership and allowing me to learn from their training materials online. ISA has also proven itself to be a staunch supporter of its students’ educations through the gifts of scholarships and awards, as well as a spirited assembly of professionals who can’t wait to network with young engineers eager to learn more.”

Begin the journey to your future as an automation professional.

Join Today!
www.isa.org/join